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MY CHECKLIST

April Meeting 1 - The Ground Rules

9 Introduction to Project Requirements

9 How to Plant Seeds Indoors

9 Planting Chives

9 (Optional) How Seeds Germinate

9 For Next Meeting

April - May Meeting II - Posting an Early Start

9 More on Vegetables

9 Classifying My Vegetables

9 Starting My Tomatoes

9 Poster

9 (Optional) Soil Sampling

9 For Next Meeting

May Meeting III - Ready to Spring

9 Choosing My Site

9 Preparing the Plot

9 My Garden Plan

9 (Optional) Visit or Tour

9 For Next Meeting
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Late May - June Meeting IV - Hoeing In

9 How and When to Plant

9 Planting

9 My Garden Record

9 Hardening & Transplanting Tomatoes

9 Garden Tool Crossword

9 For Next Meeting

July Meeting V - Friends & Enemies

9 Summer Care of Garden

9 Identifying Weeds

9 Companion Planting

9 Garden Inspection

9 Weed Collection

9 The Next Meeting

August Meeting VI - Ready or Not

9 Report on Problems in Garden

9 Harvesting Vegetables

9 Storage Chart

9 (Optional) Storing Onions

9 Plan to Celebrate

9 For Next Meeting
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Late August - Meeting VII - Vegetables on View
September

9 Our Celebration

9 Exhibiting Vegetables

9 Gardener’s Puzzle

9 (Optional) Veggie Puzzle

9 (Optional) Judging Vegetables

9 For Rural Youth Fair

9 Community Project Report

9 Agriculture Awareness Report

9 Leader’s Signature Upon Completion
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DATE: __________________________

PLACE: __________________________

TIME: __________________________

For Roll Call:

Bring a small container suitable for a plant.  Introduce yourself.  Tell why you want to
garden. 

Why?_______________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

Introduction to Project

Welcome to the Green Thumb Gardening Project.  This Project Book will be your guide
as you “Learn to do by Doing” and as your garden grows.  Be sure to keep the book up-
to-date as it will be a journal of your 4-H Garden Project.

Lesson Outline

This lesson introduces you to the 4-H Green Thumb Gardening
Project.  You will find out what is expected of you during the project
and actually start a plant from seeds.
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Each of the seven meetings has been divided into sections:

Meeting Record

The Lesson

Member, Group and/or Optional Activity

Before and/or For Next Meeting

Flip through your book to check this out.

Use the space below to record the names and telephone numbers of the members and
leader(s) in this project for easy reference during the project year.

NAME     TELEPHONE 
        NUMBER

____________________________________ ___________________

____________________________________ ___________________

____________________________________ ___________________

____________________________________ ___________________

____________________________________ ___________________

____________________________________ ___________________
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Project Requirements:

In this gardening project you are required to complete the project book, grow a garden
which your leader will inspect during July or August, display a poster at your
Achievement Day and display your vegetables, project book and poster at this fall’s
Rural Youth Fair in September.

º Note that this project differs from other projects in that it is not completed at your
Achievement Day because your vegetables will not be ready until early September. 
You will be presented with your 4-H certificates and ribbons at the Rural Youth Fair.

Marks for Your Project:

Leader’s Inspection 25
(see Meeting 5)

Poster 15
(see Meeting 2)

Questions,  Activities in Project Book 30

3 Vegetables displayed at Rural Youth Fair 30

             100

Exhibition Requirement

Poster from Meeting 2

Vegetables Required:

You will be required to display at the Rural Youth Fair three (3) of the following seven
(7) vegetables:

zucchini tomatoes (green or red)    
carrots cucumbers
beets onions
corn

You may choose to grow other vegetables for your own enjoyment if you like.
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How to Plant your Seeds Indoors

1. Choose a pot.  Pots are either clay or plastic.  Tin cans
can be used if one to three drainage holes are punched in
the bottom.  A “too large” pot is as harmful as a “too
small” one.  Start seeds in a small pot and repot when
necessary.

2. Mix the appropriate soil mixture or use prepared potting
soil.

3. Place some gravel, stones or broken pot pieces over the drainage holes to
prevent them from becoming packed with soil.

4. Put soil over the drainage materials then fill so the soil level is 1 cm below the top
of the pot.  Firm the soil.

5. Place the pot in a sink or deep saucer and water thoroughly.

6. Scatter the seeds over the surface evenly.  Cover with soil to a depth twice the
diameter of the seed.  Moisten with a fine spray taking care not to disturb either
the covering or the seeds.

7. After seeding, the pots are covered with a pane of glass or placed in a plastic
bag to create a small damp air space over the seed.  This will reduce
evaporation.  These pans should also be set in a shaded area.  Once the seeds
start to grow, the glass should be wedged up or the plastic bag partially opened
to give ventilation.  As soon as the growth starts, the shade and glass or plastic
should be removed and the pot moved to a sunny window.
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Plants Indoors:

Indoors or outdoors, plants need:

LIGHT - all plants require some light.  Sunlight from
a sunny window in your house is usually enough,
although artificial light is sometimes used.

SOIL - a good potting soil for most plants contains two parts
top soil (garden soil), one part sand and one part peat moss. 
It will be easier for you to use prepared potting soil from a
store than to mix your own.

HEAT - indoor plants prefer a day temperature of between 20E -
22EC and night temperatures of 15EC,

WATER - how often and how much water you give depends
on many factors.  For example, violets need more water
than cacti, plants in a humid room require less than those in
a dry room and plants in clay pots require more water than
those in tin or plastic pots.

Humidity is the measure of the amount of water in the air.  In the home, air is usually
drier than plants like.  Sprinkling plants with a fine spray of water benefits the plant by
raising the humidity around it.

To tell if a plant needs water, push your finger into the soil.  If it is dry beneath the top
thin crust, it needs watering.  Do not use cold water as it shocks the plants. 
You can water by pouring enough water on top of the soil to thoroughly
wet the soil.  You should do this in the sink so excess water can drain
away.  You can also set the pot in a tray of water until the water is
absorbed up into the pot.
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Lesson Review

True or False

1. Keep seeds damp for germination. T F

2. Your vegetables will be displayed at Achievement Day. T F

3. Indoor plants find our houses dry. T F

4. Meeting VII deals with exhibiting vegetables. T F

5. Cans with holes are suitable for plants. T F

6. Potting soil is 2 parts loam and 1 part sand. T F

7. 4-H Gardening is going to be fun! T F
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GROUP ACTIVITY

     Planting Chives

While it is still too cold outdoors to start your summer garden, you can start an indoor
‘herb’ called chives.

Many gardeners plant herbs in their garden for flavoring in foods.

You have probably heard of the herbs parsley, mint, summer savory and chives.  Which
ones have you tried?

Plant your chives according to package directions following the information in this
chapter on starting seeds.

Your plant will grow large enough to use in about a month.  Harvest by cutting off the
tops with scissors when the plants are 4 - 5 inches high.

When the outdoor gardening season arrives, your chives will be ready to set outdoors. 
Select a sunny place somewhere near your door where they can be easily reached by
the cook in your house.

Chives have a mild onion flavor.  Use them in dishes as you would green onion or as a
garnish on top of such things as potato salad, soups, casseroles.

Good luck!  And be sure to show your chives when your leader calls to do his/her
inspection.

Date Planted: ____________________________________________

Date seeds germinated: _______________________________________

Date plants reached 1 inch: _________________________________

Date set outdoors: ______________________________________
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITY

How Seeds Germinate

Steps to follow:

1. Line the sides and bottom of a glass with a paper towel.

2. Add water to wet the towel and leave extra water on the bottom.  Keep water in
the bottom at all times.

3. Stuff the centre with more wet towels to keep the first towel firmly against the
sides of the glass.

4. Slip two beans and two corn seeds between the glass and the first towel.

5. Look at the glass each day.  Write down what you see about the seed coat
coming off, how the corn and bean emerge, first leaves, development of the
roots.  Also note any other observations you have made.

6. No matter how the seeds are placed in the jar, the roots will grow downward and
the shoots will grow upward.  The shoots will be white until they begin to
manufacture their own food; then they will turn green.
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FOR NEXT MEETING

____ Take your chives home with care.

___ Read material for next meeting

___ Fill in Roll Call on chives in next lesson.

Next Meeting

Date: _____________________________________________________

Time: _____________________________________________________

Place: _____________________________________________________
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DATE: __________________________

PLACE: __________________________

TIME: __________________________

For Roll Call:

Report on the progress of your “chives”.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Introduction

At this meeting, you will be learning more about plants, starting a poster and starting
tomatoes indoors.

More on Vegetables

There are many different vegetables that you can grow in your garden. 
You must consider many factors when you are planning a vegetable
garden.

Like the indoor garden, your outdoor garden must have good soil,
adequate sunlight, good quality seeds, and good irrigation and light, and once the
garden is planted, you must be on the look-out for disease, insects and weeds.
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At this time you should take a look at the life cycle and parts of plants.
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Classes of Plants

1. Vegetables and herbs are often classified as annuals,
biennials or perennials.

Annuals complete their life cycle in one year.  Eg.
tomatoes, peas, beans, corn, cucumber, zucchini, squash,
summer savory.

Biennials live for two years in a warm climate.  Eg.  beets, carrots, parsnips,
radishes, turnips, parsley.

Perennials live for more than two years.  Like many of the biennials above, many
perennials do not survive cold PEI winters.  Two perennial vegetables that do
survive are rhubarb and asparagus.  Your perennial herb, chives, will also
survive our winters.

2. Vegetables may also be classified as warm or cool season crops.

Warm season crops need high temperatures in order to grow well.  Some warm
season vegetables are cucumbers, zucchini, pumpkins, snap beans, sweet corn
and tomatoes.

Cool season crops are able to grow when temperatures are lower.  They can be
planted early in May so that a lot of their growth takes place during the cool
spring weather.  Eg. beets, carrots, lettuce, peas, onions, spinach.

3. A third way to classify vegetables is to divide them into groups according to the
part of the vegetable which is used for food.

Tubers - eg. potato

Leaf Vegetable - eg. cabbage, lettuce, onions, spinach, swiss chard

Root Vegetables - eg. beet, carrot, parsnip, radish, turnip
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Flower Vegetables - eg. broccoli, cauliflower

Seed and Fruit Vegetables - eg. cucumber, zucchini, beans, peas, sweet corn,
tomato.

Classify the vegetables from the 4-H garden list.  Space is left for any other vegetables
you choose to grow.

Vegetable Annual
Biennial

Perennial

Warm Season
or

Cold Season

Tuber, Leaf,
Root, Flower,
Seed or Fruit

zucchini

carrots

beets

tomatoes

cucumbers

onions

corn
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Successful Gardening on PEI

It has been mentioned that our winters are cold.  Many perennials and biennials have to
be grown as annuals on PEI.

The growing season on PEI is short.  The average dates on PEI that are frost-free are
June 5 - September 25.

That means that care must be taken in selecting seeds and plants for PEI.  Seeds and
plants can be purchased at many outlets across the Island.  Take great care if you order
seeds from companies in different climates.  Vesey’s Seeds in York specialize in seeds
suitable for our season.
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GROUP ACTIVITY

Starting Your Tomatoes

To get a head start on the season, it is sometimes necessary to
start vegetables indoors.

Ideally it is done under greenhouse conditions.  There are many greenhouse nurseries
on PEI.  Can you name one near you?

_____________________________________

One vegetable that must get a head start to reach maturity before frost in September is
the tomato.

Your leader will probably have your group plant the tomato seeds as a group.  He/she
may care for them for you until they are ready for you to take home to plant outside.

Instructions

1. Secure a small box about 7.5 cm deep and fill with fine soil.

2. Make shallow trenches in the soil with a small stick.

3. Carefully plant the seed in these trenches and cover lightly in soil.  Press the soil
lightly with a piece of board, and water.

4. Place the box near a window when the seedlings emerge.  Take care to keep
them warm and watered.

5. Turn the box every day so that light reaches all sides.

6. When the plants are 5 cm high, transplant them into other boxes, placing the
plants about 7.5 cm apart.  Water about twice a week.

7. As the weather becomes warmer, carry the boxes into the sunlight during the
day, being careful to bring them into the house during the night.  This is called
“hardening off”.  It accustoms the plants to being outside in the wind and rain.

8. After all danger of severe frost is over, they should be planted in the garden.
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 MEMBER’S ACTIVITY

Poster

This project requires that you complete a poster, see “Project Requirements”.

Create a poster displaying one of the subjects discussed in Meeting 1 or 2.

Topic might be
1. parts of a plant
2. life cycle of a plant
3. starting plants indoors
4. class of vegetables
5. topic of your choice from Meeting 1 or 2

Be sure to
S use “4-H Poster Book” as a guide
S use a whole sheet of bristol board
S use quality not quantity information
S use your imagination, drawings or pictures, and creativity
S write your name, club and age on back, not front

Sketch an idea for your poster on the next page.
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITY

Soil Sampling

If you are not sure what condition your garden soil is in, you may want to take a soil
sample.

Most Prince Edward Island soils are quite acid (sour).  In such soils, plants have
difficulty getting food.  To sweeten the soil, we apply lime or ground limestone.  This
supplies calcium.  A soil test will indicate exactly how much lime you should apply. 
However, 23 kg (50 lbs.) limestone per 93 sq. m. (1,000 sq. ft.) is the usual
recommendation.  Fall application is best but anytime before replanting will do.

A publication “The Why and How of Soil Testing” follows.  Although it was written for
larger scale “farmers” than you, the information will be the same for your small plot.

My Record

Date Samples Taken: ___________________________________

___________________________________
Date taken to soil lab: ___________________________________

Date information returned: ______________________________

(Enclose that information sheet)
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Agri-Fact
The Why and How of Soil Testing

Richard Veinot, Soil Chemist
PEI Department of Agriculture, Fisheries & Aquaculture

The Need - Why Soil Test?

Today all costs of fertilizer materials are
rising sharply.  In addition, some fertilizers
are in short supply.  All farmers, therefore,
must select their fertility program
carefully.  Soil testing is one of the best
ways for farmers to assess the fertility of
their land and decide upon how much and
what type of fertilizer and limestone must
be applied for maximum crop yield.  Soil
testing can help overcome such problems
as:
(1)  Low yields due to lack of fertility,
(2)  Acid soils,
(3)  Using the wrong fertilizer,
(4)  Using more fertilizer than necessary
       for maximum yield.

The wise farmer will soil test his fields and
do it regularly.  The following is a guide to
getting good soil test results.

1. When to Sample

Soil samples may be taken at any time
but remember the following:

1.  Time is often too short when sampling
in the spring.

2.  Fall sampling assures your results
back long before planting time, and is the
best.

3.  Early fall sampling gives you results in
time for fall liming.

2. Assemble the Necessary Tools
In taking a soil sample, care must be
taken to get a uniform core of soil.  The
tools you will need are:

1.  A clean pail - for mixing,
2.  A soil probe, or
3.  A shovel or spade.
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Note that the soil probe is the best
sampling tool, especially in sod fields.

3. Size Up Your Fields

One sample should be taken from each
field or area which appears uniform and
has a similar cropping history.

Section to avoid and sample separately
are:
1.  Areas of high slope or excessive
     erosion
2.  Large low or poorly drained areas
3.  Areas of different cropping patterns
4.  Areas having different lime, manure or
     fertilizer treatments

4. Take a Representative Sample

As there are slight differences within even
uniform fields, take soil from 10 - 20
different places in the field.  The depth to
which the samples are taken is usually 6
inches (15 cm) or more if you are using
deep tillage.  Place this soil in a clean pail
and mix thoroughly.  Submit for analysis
about ½ pint of soil.

5. Fill out the Information Sheet

In order to obtain a good fertilizer and
lime recommendation, all information
about the field history and cropping is
necessary.  The information questionnaire
should be filled out completely and placed
with the sample.

6. Package Carefully and Send for
Testing

Samples may be brought or sent to:

PEI Soil & Feed Testing Laboratory
P.O. Box 1600
Research Centre, Charlottetown
C1A 7Z3

Samples may also be
left at your nearest
Access PEI Office.
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7.  Allow Time for Analysis

“Good food takes time to prepare”, so do
good soil analyses.  Expect to wait 7 - 14
days for results in the spring, perhaps
longer in the fall.  The soil laboratory has
a lot of samples to process and the most
up-to-date methods are used so this all
takes time.  Tests performed are pH,
organic matter, phosphorus, potash,
calcium and magnesium.

8.  You Will Receive

If care has been taken in sampling and if
information has been provided for the
crops to be grown, the producer will
receive fertilizer and limestone
recommendations based on the most up-
to-date research.  Top yields can be
expected with the minimum fertilizer
investment.

Soil Testing is Provided

But there is a Charge

To all Producers on

Prince Edward Island

For more details, soil boxes and
 information, contact the Soil

Laboratory or your local Access PEI
location.
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BEFORE NEXT MEETING

___ Finish your poster and read the meeting material

        AT NEXT MEETING

      ___       Show your poster for roll call

Next Meeting

Date: _________________________________________

Time: _________________________________________

Place: _________________________________________
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DATE: __________________________

PLACE: __________________________

TIME: __________________________

For Roll Call:

Display your finished poster.

Title of poster ______________________________________________

INTRODUCING THIS LESSON

You will plan your garden, choose your site, and prepare to plant.

Choosing Your Site

Plants have basic requirements for good growth.  As you know
these requirements include light, moisture and nutrients.  For best
results, your garden should be located on level land with good
drainage, loam soil and at least six hours of full sun per day.
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Which of the following characteristics does your garden site possess?

9 Soil is loose, fertile and well drained.

9 Soil is free from rubbish and stones.

9 Site is close to the house so you are more likely to work in it when
you have a few minutes.

9 Site is level ... or ... site is on a slight slope but the rows will go across
the slope.

9 Site is not located on a low spot where early fall and late spring frosts
tend to occur.

9 Site receives at least six hours of sunlight during the day and is not
shaded by nearby buildings, fences, trees and shrubbery.

9 Leaves and animal manures have been worked into the soil the
preceding fall.

9 Vegetables will not be competing with trees and shrubs for nutrients
and water.

9 Site is sheltered from wind.

If your garden has all of these features, you are off to a very good start.  If it is missing
some, you should think about finding another site or improving this one as much as
possible.
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Preparing Your Garden Plot

Before you plant any seeds the seed bed must be well worked.  Proper care must be given
to the soil if it is to produce a good garden.  A garden should be dug to a depth of 19 to 20
cm (7 to 8 inches) in order to:

1. loosen the soil

2. turn under manure, old crops and other materials

3. let air and moisture pass through soil

All gardens, if possible, should be worked in the fall.  The frost then helps to break up the
lumps and put the soil in good condition.

In the spring never work the soil when it is too wet; this causes lumpy, hard, compact soil.
The soil should be dry enough to pass this test; squeeze a handful of soil; if the clump
crumbles easily it is dry enough; if it sticks in a lump it is too wet.

After your garden is dug it should be raked smooth and cleared of stumps and weeds to
make a good seedbed.  This step also preserves moisture in the soil.

Improving the Soil

If manure is to be applied this should be done before ploughing so it can be worked in
completely.  Limestone, to sweeten the soil, can also be applied at the same time.
Fertilizer is applied after ploughing and worked into the surface, or it may be partially
banded under each row.  It is usually easier to apply fertilizer broadcast before the final
working.

The amount of fertilizer and lime applied should be governed by the results of a soil test.
However, the following rates may be used as a general guide.
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per .404 Ha
(one acre)

per 93 sq. m
(1000 sq. ft.)

per 30.5 m
(100 ft. row)

Manure 9,070 kgm
(10 tons)

227 kgm
(1/4 ton)

45.4 kgm
(100 lbs.)

Limestone 907 kgm
(1 ton)

22.7 kgm
(50 lbs.)

4.5 kgm
(10 lbs.)

Fertilizer 454 kgm
(½ ton)

11.3 kgm
(25 lbs.)

2.3 kgm
(5 lbs.)

Arranging my Vegetables

1. Run the rows across the slope if your garden location is not level; this prevents
water run-off and soil erosion.

2. Place tall plants at the north end of the garden so they will not shelter other plants.

3. Plant vine crops in centre of garden with any early vegetable crops planted on either
side; these will be harvested by the time the vine crops spread, or plant vine crops
to one side where they will not climb over others.

4. Plant any perennial vegetables to one side of the garden so they will not interfere
with cultivation of the rest of the garden.

5. Refer to “Companion Planting” to help you plan “friendly” plants side by side.

6. For best pollination plant corn in 2 - 3 short rows rather than one long row.
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SAMPLE PLAN

This is a good garden plan.  Why?
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CORN
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TOMATOES

ONIONS

S

MY PLAN

With your leader’s help, plot your garden on scrap paper.

Include N-S-E-W directions, vegetables names.

Sketch your finished garden plan on the next page.
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MY GARDEN PLAN
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITY

Visit or Tour

Visit or tour a seed company or nursery on your own or with your 4-H group.  Record it
here.

PLACE VISITED: __________________________________________

TYPE OF BUSINESS: _____________________________________

WHAT DID YOU SEE: _____________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

What was particularly interesting?  Why?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
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BEFORE NEXT MEETING

___ Prepare your plot for planting

____  Read through next meeting material

FOR NEXT MEETING

____  Finish your garden plan for roll call

Next Meeting

Date: _________________________________

Time: _________________________________

Place: _________________________________
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DATE: __________________________

PLACE: __________________________

TIME: __________________________

For Roll Call:

Present finished garden plan.

INTRODUCING THIS LESSON

This is the lesson that sends you out to your garden to plant, transplant
and record your seeding activities.
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How and When to Plant Your Garden

Planning time begins in mid-May in Prince Edward Island depending on the weather that
year and the type of vegetable you are planting.

You will need the following items to plant your garden:  your plan, seeds or transplants, a
hoe, rake, stakes, hammer, string and a measuring stick.

Time to Plant

Some kinds of vegetables should be planted as soon as the ground can be worked; others
cannot be planted until warmer weather raises the temperature of the soil.

For instance, spinach, radish, lettuce, and peas develop
best when the season is cool and should be sown as early
as possible.  Carrots should be planted a bit later.

Onions require a long growing season and must also be
sown fairly early.

Beans, squash, cucumber, pumpkin and corn all need
warm soil conditions to germinate and grow.  They also
cannot tolerate frost so they must be planted after the
ground warms and danger of frost is past.  Tomato plants

need warmth as well.

Carrots, beets, peas, beans, lettuce, and radish develop quite quickly and several plantings
may be made during the summer (until July) to ensure a steady supply for the dinner table.

Refer to the table on the following page for amounts of seed you will need, planting dates,
etc.
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Vegetable Seed req’d for
100 ft. row

Reasonable
yield per 100 ft.

Field seeding 
or Transplanting

Final
Spacing

Time to
Harvest (days)

Remarks

Beets 1 oz. 100 lbs. from time soil can
be worked until late
June

1 - 3 inches 60 -80 use thinned plants for greens

Carrots ½ oz. 100 lbs. May - June 1 - 3 inches 80- 100 store where not too dry

Corn
Main season

1/4 lb. 100 ears after danger of
frost to mid-June

6 - 10 inches 75 - 85 loses flavour rapidly after
harvest

Cucumber
(slicing)

½ oz. 600 fruits after danger of
frost to late June

8 - 12 inches 55 - 75 requires full sun, warm
location

Onion (sets) 2 lb. 100 lbs. as early as
possible

2 - 4 inches 50 - 70 harvest when tops start to fall
over, before wet fall

Zucchini 1 oz. 600 fruits after danger of
frost

12 - 18
inches

50 - 70 eat when small and tender

Tomatoes 50 plants 300 lbs. transplant out after
danger of frost

18 - 30
inches

70 - 80 requires warm sunny
location.  Can be picked
green, ripened 2 - 6 weeks at
55E F.
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Planting the Seed

Seed is dropped in the bottom of each row by hand and is usually
sown slightly thicker than plants are required, especially with small
seed.  This ensures a good stand, and enough plants for the removal
of weaker ones by thinning.  Sowing seed too thickly wastes seed
and makes thinning more difficult.  A rule often used by gardeners
is that small seed be sown 3 seeds per 2.5 cm (inch), medium seed 2 per 2.5 cm (inch),
and large seed every 7.5 cm (3 inches).

Another general rule is that seed should be covered to a depth of four times the width of
the seed.  Seed furrows must be deep enough to allow the seed contact with moist soil.
The moisture is necessary for germination.

Cover each furrow with the required depth of earth and press firmly with the back of the hoe
or rake.  This prevents too much moisture loss from the soil.

You will probably be anxious for your garden to come up.  Some seedlings like radish
emerge quite quickly while others are slower to appear.

You can keep busy by removing weeds from between rows.
These weeds will compete with your vegetable seedlings for
food, water and light.

It is a good idea to keep a written chart of the vegetables you
plant, dates planted and harvested.  This is especially
important if you plan to make several plantings of a fast maturing vegetable during the
growing season.  Fill in the following page for your garden as you make your plantings.  It
will be a good reference when you are planning your garden next year.
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MY GARDEN RECORD

Vegetable Date of Planting Date First
Seedling Appeared

Date of First
Harvest
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Hardening Your Tomatoes

By now your leader will be “hardening” your tomatoes.  Find out why she/he does it and
record the reason here.

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Transplanting Your Tomatoes

With luck and good management your leader should have three or more healthy tomato
plants for you.

Set them out in your garden when there is no risk of frost.

Check lesson 2, page 18, for usual date on PEI.  Record here ____________________

When does your leader usually set out her/his tomatoes?  Record here ____________

Tomatoes can be set out earlier if planted in a sheltered area or otherwise protected.  For
emergency frost protection, cover plants with newspaper or plastic sheets, cardboard
boxes, or baskets at night and remove during the day.  However, little is gained by planting
too early because air and soil temperatures are generally too cold for good growth.

Dry soils and hot weather are unfavourable for planting tomatoes.  Do not let plants wilt
during the process.  If weather is hot or sunny, it is best to plant in late afternoon or
evening.
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Plant it deep.  Put a good stocky plant in so the lowest leaf is just above the soil.  Leggy
plants should be buried very deep.  Pull off a few leaves and, to make planting easier, bend
the stem and lay it in sideways.  Roots will develop all along the buried stem.

Firm the soil Press the soil firmly around the root ball.  Then water lightly to settle the soil
and remove any air pockets that may be left around the root ball.

Tomato Care

Weeding - Weeds compete with tomato plants for water, nutrients, and
sunlight, especially during early growth.  Weeds also harbour insects and
diseases.  Keep the area around tomatoes free of weeds by shallow
cultivation of less than 5 cm deep, with a hoe or hand cultivator.  Since
most of feeding roots develop near the soil surface, whenever possible
remove weeds by hand.  As the plants grow, cultivate progressively
shallower and farther away from them to avoid root injury and stop
cultivating when the tops cover the ground.

Watering - Tomatoes need an adequate supply of water for vigorous,
uniform growth.  As a general guide, tomato plants should receive 2.5
cm of water per week.  If there is not rainfall for a week, water plants
thoroughly.  Heavy soakings at weekly intervals are better than
several light sprinklings.  Sandy soils need to be watered oftener than
clay and other heavy soils.  Do not wet foliage any more than
necessary.

Digging Holes - Mark where you want each plant and dig the hole
deep enough to bury the tomato stem as far as the first leaf.

Starter Solution - Soak each hole with a cup or so of high
phosphorus starter solution about ½ hour before planting.  No
additional fertilizer will be needed until after the fruit starts to
develop.
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Ready to Plant - If it’s in a peat pot, tear off the top edge so it can’t
act as a wick and dry out the root ball.

If the tomato plant is in a plastic fiber or a clay
pot, tip it out.  Do not pull it out by the stem.

If the plant is in a peat cube, it is ready already.
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GROUP ACTIVITY

Garden Tool Crossword
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BEFORE NEXT MEETING

___ Plant your garden

___ Transplant your tomatoes

___ Watch for weeds as you wait for vegetable 
seedlings to appear

___ Set out the chives as outlined in Meeting 1

FOR NEXT MEETING

___ Report on progress of your garden, showing
your garden record, page 39

Next Meeting:

DATE: _________________________________

TIME: _________________________________

PLACE: _________________________________
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DATE: __________________________

PLACE: __________________________

TIME: __________________________

For Roll Call:

Show your “garden record” and report on your garden’s progress.

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

INTRODUCING THIS LESSON

Friends or “companion plants”  may already be in your garden.  By this
time, you’ll have met some enemies, such as weeds and bugs.  Another
friend in your garden at this time will be your leader inspecting your work.

In this lesson you will ....
1) have your leader score your garden; the scorecard is on page 54.
2) collect and identify weeds from your garden. 
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Summer Care of the Garden

Now that your garden is planted, the work and fun have just begun!
Regular care of the garden during the summer months will pay off in
an increased yield of healthy vegetables.

Thinning
Crowded plants do not grow well.  Surplus plants are just like weeds
and should be removed when they are small.

When the soil is moist, plants can be removed easily without harming
the remaining plants in the row.

Any weak or damaged plants should be
removed to provide more space for the healthy plants.  In
some cases, it may be necessary to remove some healthy
plants to give the remaining plants enough space and food.
Be careful not to pull too many.  Follow the suggested thinning
distances on the chart, page 37.

Cultivation
The most important reason for cultivating your garden is to kill
weeds.  A weed is any plant growing where you do not want it.  For
instance, a corn plant growing in a pumpkin patch would be
classified as a weed.  Weeds crowd out crops and rob plants of
light, food and moisture.

There are some plants that seem to want to grow in your garden
rather than any other place.
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You should become familiar with as many of these weed seedlings as possible and remove
them from your garden.  Ask your parents or garden leader to help you identify them and
tell the difference between them and your vegetable seedlings.  Here are some names of
common weeds.  Can you match the names to the pictures on the following pages?

Shepherd’s Purse
Quack Grass

Lamb’s Quarters
Plantain
Daisy

Burdock
Dandelion

Thistle
Yarrow

Field Bindweed
Vetch

Start a weed collection from your vegetable garden of weeds at the seedling stage and
have your leader help you identify them.  The seedlings may be easily pressed between
the pages of an old catalogue or phone book.  Lay them out flat, carefully close the pages
of the book over them so as not to disturb them and weight the book down with other heavy
books.  The seedlings will be dry and ready for mounting, on page 55, in a few weeks.

Weed seedlings can be very difficult to identify.  If you cannot identify one of your
specimens, try an identical seedling at the border of your garden and allow it to grow to an
adult stage where you will be able to recognize it.  It is as important to be able to identify
seedlings of weeds as it is to recognize the adult plants.
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Cultivation
Cultivation of your garden should be repeated as often as necessary
to control weeds.  As the growing season advances, cultivation
should not be as deep to avoid damaging vegetable roots.

Hilling
Some crops need to be covered with soil as they grow to
prevent them from sunburn.  This is called hilling.  Hill your
plants with your hoe as you cultivate.

Beets and turnips do best with only the large, bottom root and
a few side roots covered.  Completely cover carrots to the stem
to prevent the sun from burning the top of the carrot.

Watering the Garden
During dry periods in the summer, watering can mean the difference between a good
garden and a fair one.  Remember, one good soaking is better than many light waterings,
since it encourages deep rooting instead of surface root development.  Watering should be
done in the evening because the combination of water droplets on the plants and a hot
noon-time sun will cause burning.
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Chemical Weed Control
There are many chemicals to control weeds in your garden - they are called HERBICIDES.
They are often expensive, require special equipment and are not very practical for small,
home garden plots.  If you do decide to use a herbicide, contact your garden leader or the
garden centre where you purchased it to get instructions on how to use it properly.

Plant Diseases and Pests
Almost every garden will be troubled by certain diseases and insects.  Many of the
vegetables chosen for your 4-H garden should not have many disease or insect problems.
However, one disease that may affect tomatoes is blight.  Carefully following the package
direction, dust tomatoes with a “Potato and Tomato Dust”.

Corn may be affected by the corn ear worm.  Treat corn with “Sevin” following the
manufacturer’s directions.

If your garden is suffering a great deal of damage, ask your leader for HELP!!!

Companion Planting
Do you think plants can influence each other?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Companion gardening is a gardening technique which makes use of plants which grow well
together.  These plants repel or attract other plants and insects by releasing substances
in their roots and by odor.

Some possible ways plants could affect each other are:

1. Repel or trap destructive insects away from another type of plant if they are side-by-
side.

2. Attract beneficial insects that prey upon pests.
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3. Root secretions which repel destructive insects.

4. Provide shade, wind protection (and protection from windborne disease and pests)
or provide other physical effects.

To improve the likelihood of success when companion planting, you should:

1. Avoid close planting of highly competitive, densely foliated plants near the crop.  For
example, avoid planting African marigolds, catnip, celery, pansy, and tomato as
companions unless sufficient space is allowed.

2. Avoid companion plants which could serve as alternate hosts for pests or diseases
of the crop.  For example, flea beetles will attack nasturtiums as well as cabbage.

3. Choose plants which add beauty to the landscape.  Plant some low growing
marigolds beside your tomatoes.  Leave the other tomatoes without ‘companions’.
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COMPANION PLANTING GUIDE

Vegetable Good Companion Bad Companion

Beans potatoes, carrots,
cabbage, cucumbers,
marigolds, cauliflower,
summer savory

onion, garlic, gladiolus,
(any member of onion
family), fennel (bad for
most vegetables), pole
beans

Beets onions, kohlrabi pole beans

Carrots peas, lettuce, chives,
onions, leek, tomatoes,
beans, cauliflower

dill

Cucumbers beans, corn, peas,
radishes, sunflowers

potatoes

Peas carrots, radishes, corn,
cucumbers, beans, most
vegetables, herbs

onions, garlic

Potatoes beans, corn, cabbage pumpkin, squash,
cucumbers, sunflower,
tomato

Tomatoes chives, onion, parsley,
asparagus, basil, marigold,
nasturtiums, carrots, mint

kohlrabi, potato, cabbage

*Underlined are 4-H project plants

Describe the following vegetables:

Kohlrabi: _________________________________________________________

Fennel: _____________________________________________________________

Garlic: ______________________________________________________________
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MY GARDEN INSPECTION

Keep your garden area neat.  Remember there will be a surprise inspection of your garden
during July or August.  This inspection by your leader is worth 25 points towards your final
project mark.

Have your leader fill in the scorecard below.

GARDEN SCORECARD

     Possible Score    My Score

Neatness, attractiveness of the plot - might include
sign, border

5

Freedom from weeds and disease 5

Productiveness as shown by good growth or plants,
health of plants and uniformity of garden

5

Garden plan and arrangement of vegetables, location
of the garden and convenience for working

10

Total 25

Remarks:

Inspector’s Signature:
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MEMBER’S ACTIVITY

MY WEEDS

Collect three weeds, press and identify.  To keep your specimens from bending and
breaking, mount them on a piece of stiff cardboard.  Mount below when ready.
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BEFORE NEXT MEETING

S Keep working in your garden

S Watch for any weeds, disease or insects

S Read up on next meeting material

FOR NEXT MEETING

___ Report on progress of your garden, showing
your garden record, page 39

Next Meeting:

DATE: _________________________________

TIME: _________________________________

PLACE: _________________________________
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DATE: _____________________________

PLACE: _____________________________

TIME: _____________________________

For Roll Call:

Report on the health and welfare of your garden, noting date, insects or diseases,
and what you did.

DATE PROBLEM WITH WHAT I DID

___________ _____________________________ _____________________

___________ _____________________________ _____________________

___________ _____________________________ _____________________

INTRODUCING THE LESSON

Just what you’re waiting for - time to reap the fruits of your labour - pick
some vegetables.  You will find out when and how to harvest and store
your crop.  It’s also time to plan a celebration and serve some of your
vegetables.
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Harvesting and Storing your Vegetables

Harvesting Vegetables
Most vegetables are best for eating if you pick them while they are young and tender.  The
right time for harvesting varies, of course, from one kind of vegetable to another.  Keep a
close watch when they are nearly ready so that you can pick them before they become
over-ripe and tough.  Vegetables taste best if picked just before cooking and eating.
Vegetables to be stored during the winter must be mature so they will store well.

Tomatoes
Pick tomatoes when fully ripe for best flavour, colour and texture.  Vine-
ripened tomatoes store well for several weeks in the refrigerator.  In the
fall, pick all ripe and mature tomatoes before a heavy frost.

Fruit ripening and quality are strongly influenced by temperature.  Mature
green or turning tomatoes can be ripened satisfactorily indoors at temperatures between
15.5EC and 21EC.  Slower ripening at the lower temperature range favours firmer, fresher
fruit.  Select only the best fruits for ripening and use the others in relishes or other mixtures.

Mature green tomatoes are more sensitive to chilling injury than partly ripened fruits.  Do
not store these in the refrigerator since they tend to decay more rapidly than if allowed to
ripen at room temperature.

Here are a few tips for harvesting your vegetables.

Beets
Harvest beets for eating fresh quite early.  Beets for pickling, table use or storage should
be no more than 8 cm (3") in diameter.  Dig beets for storage in October.

Store only beets which are solid, firm, and free of cracks.  Cut tops 1.3 cm
(.5") from crown and do not remove main or side roots.

Carrots
Harvest carrots when at least 2.5 cm (1") in diameter.

Carrots left in ground too long may be damaged by hard frosts.  Dig mature
carrots in early October.

Store with tops removed 1.3 cm (.5") from crown.
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Cucumbers
Harvest for pickling when fruit is about 10 cm. (4") long.  Slicing
varieties are best when about 15 cm (6") long and 5 cm (2") in
diameter.  Harvest crops weekly.

Onion
Harvest when tops are dry and bulbs are firm and mature.  

Zucchini
Harvest when small and tender being careful not to injure the vines.  Prompt
harvesting will promote further fruit production.

Will keep 1 - 2 weeks in refrigerator.

Corn
Harvest when cobs fill out and silk turns brown.

Flavour deteriorates quickly after harvest.  Eat the same day as harvested,
if possible.

Sorting and removing spoiling vegetables during storage will preserve your supply.

Harvested vegetables are still living organisms and will continue to grow if the temperature
and humidity are not controlled.  That continued growth soon uses the food stored in the
vegetable and causes it to rot.  It is important to retard growth in storage and prolong the
life of the vegetable.  Follow the storage recommendations on page 61.

Good storage conditions vary for different vegetables.  Vegetables do not keep long
once removed from storage.

Ask your leader where he/she stores vegetables.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Storage Cool  & Moist Dry & Cool Dry & Warm

Vegetables
carrots, beets,
cabbage,
parsnips,
cauliflower,
turnips, potatoes

onions green tomatoes,
winter squash,
pumpkin

Conditions Between layers of
moist sand,
leaves or
sawdust. 
Potatoes only
should be in dark
but no sand.

In slatted crates
or mesh bags.

Should not touch
each other.

Suitable place at
your home

* Underlined are your required 4-H vegetables.
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITY

Store Onions in Style!!

Braid onions before the tops have become too dry to be flexible.  Work in
a length of heavy twine as you French-braid the stems, working in
additional stems as the braid progresses.  No one stem extends the full
length of the braid.  The twine will keep the braid from breaking when the
stems dry out - and can also form a loop for hanging.  To remove an
onion, cut or twist off a bulb.

OR

Make use of old pantyhose!  Fill them with onions.  Cut about 1" off each
toe and knot it for easy opening to remove an onion.  Knot at the top and
hang.
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GROUP ACTIVITY

Plan A Celebration

To celebrate your gardening year - plan to prepare some vegetable dishes for your last
meeting or before the Rural Youth Fair.

Suggested Menu

You may want to use the following menu.

Appetizer Veggie Sticks

Main Course Corn-on-the-Cob with herb butter

Dessert Zucchini Loaf

Beverage Milk and/or Juice

Recipes Follow:

Veggie Sticks

2 medium carrots
2 medium cucumbers
2 small zucchini (8 - 10")

Wash, scrape carrots.  Cut in 3" pieces.
Quarter cucumbers and zucchini lengthwise.
Scoop out any seeds from cucumber.  Cut as
carrots.  Serve pieces standing in mugs.
Appetizers for 4 - 5.
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Vegetable Topped Hamburgers

Leave the regular toppings home and serve your fresh ones instead.

hamburgers, rolls
thinly sliced tomatoes
thinly sliced cucumbers
thinly sliced onions

Arrange fresh vegetables on a platter so everyone can pick up their own toppings.

Herb Butter for Corn-on-the-Cob

1/4 cup softened butter
2 Tbsp chopped fresh parsley
2 Tbsp chopped fresh chives
1 tsp salt
Dash pepper
Corn-on-the-cob

Cream butter and remaining ingredients.  Place on waxed paper, roll and chill.  Slice as
butter to serve.  Makes 6 servings.

Chocolate Zucchini Loaf

2 ½ cups flour 3/4 cup oil
1 ½ tsp baking power 6 - 1 oz. sq. unsweetened chocolate, melted
1 tsp baking soda 1 tsp vanilla
1 tsp cinnamon 1 cup milk
1/4 tsp nutmeg 1 Tbsp vinegar or lemon juice
1 tsp salt 2 cups grated zucchini, packed and drained
2 cups white sugar 1 cup chopped walnuts
4 eggs

Sift together flour and next 5 dry ingredients.  In large bowl, beat sugar, eggs and oil.
Gradually beat in chocolate, then vanilla.  Combine milk and vinegar.  Stir dry ingredients
alternately with wet ingredients into the sugar mixture.  Stir in zucchini and nuts.  Bake at
350EF for 40 - 45 minutes in a 9" x 5" x 3" pan.  Sprinkle with icing sugar if desired.

NOTE:  The loaf freezes well; therefore, when zucchini are in season, make a
number so that they can be pulled out fo the freezer on cold winter evenings.
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NOTE: Do not deplete or empty your garden enough to leave you short on Rural
Youth Fair Day.  It is suggested that you use carrots, corn, onions, zucchini,
etc., from your family’s or neighbour’s garden throughout the summer.  Many
avid gardeners will be glad to share their “extra’s” with you.  Then, after you
have taken from your garden what you need for Rural Youth Fair, you will be
able to enjoy the rest of your vegetables.

Plans for our Celebration:

WHO?

WHAT?

WHERE?

WHEN?

HOW?
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BEFORE NEXT MEETING

9 Record any harvesting below

9 Keep weeding

9 Make sure your checklist is updated

9 Plan to celebrate

       9        Read through last meeting material

Next Meeting

DATE: ____________________________

TIME: ____________________________

PLACE: ____________________________

I have harvested the following vegetables from my garden...

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
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DATE: _____________________________

PLACE: _____________________________

TIME: _____________________________

For Roll Call:

My three best vegetables seem to be ...

_____________________ ______________________ ________________

INTRODUCING THE LESSON

It’s time to show the 4-H world that Green Thumb Gardening has made
you into a good gardener - you must be after getting this far!!

Exhibiting Your Vegetables
Exhibiting your vegetables at the Rural Youth Fair will be a fitting climax to your busy
summer’s work and fun.  Follow the vegetable exhibiting requirements such as standard
number, size and preparation of your vegetables.

You will choose three of your best vegetables to take to the Fair.  Place them on tin foil
or paper pie plates according to the following Vegetable Judging Standards and label
as required.
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Vegetable Judging Standards 
Whether you are selecting vegetables for the Rural Youth Fair or storage, quality is the first
thing to consider.  While there are some differences in preparing vegetables for storing or
exhibitions, this rule always applies:

Select the very best!

Here are the general qualities you should look for:

9 Colour Colour should be bright, clear, and attractive.  A dark, rich
colour usually indicates the condition and care given to the
vegetable.

9 Condition This refers to freedom from blemishes caused by insects,
disease, dirt, sunburn or injury.  Also, properly cleaned (many
vegetables for exhibit are to be wiped and not washed.  For
exhibit, vegetables should be properly trimmed.)

9 Size The size should be moderate, but not large.  Oversized
vegetables are usually tough, coarse in texture and of low
quality.  Undersized vegetables are often a result of poor
growing conditions and also tend to be tough and of poor
quality.

9 Trueness to Type All specimens should resemble the variety as closely as
possible.

9 Uniformity All the specimens in the group should be as uniform as
possible in colour, shape,  and size.

These are the 5 qualities the judges will be looking for when they judge your exhibit, so
keep them in mind when selecting your vegetables.

In addition to the above 5 qualities, each vegetable must be prepared in a certain way for
exhibit.  On the next page are the specifications for the vegetables which you have grown.
These specifications are standard across Canada at all fairs and exhibitions.
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   Beets 

Exhibit a plate of five roots.
Diameter at top should be 5 - 7.5 cm (2" - 3")
The crown should be free from splits, scaling, scabs, and sunburn.
The inside should be free from light colour.

Preparation - leave roots intact and remove tops 1.3 cm (.5") above crown.

Score - Colour (exterior - 10,  interior - 15);  Uniformity - 25; Condition -
20: Quality - 20; Type - 10.

Carrots
Exhibit a plate of five roots.
Long types - length 20 cm (8") and over.
The crown should be free from sunburn.
Roots should be slender, distinctly pointed and free from side-roots.

Intermediate types - length not over 18 cm (7").  Roots should be stump-rooted or pointed
according to variety.

Preparation - roots intact and tops removed 1.3 cm. (.5") from crown.

Score:  Colour - 25; Uniformity - 25; Condition - 20; Quality - 20; Type - 10.

Corn (sweet)
Exhibit a plate of five ears. 

Ears should be evenly filled from tip to base, with rows of kernels long and
closely set.

Preparation - exhibit ears with 1/3 husk removed.

Score:  Quality - 35; Uniformity - 25; condition - 15; Colour - 15; Size - 10.

Cucumbers (slicing)
Exhibit a plate of three fruits

At least 15 cm (5") long and of proper colour for type.  Flesh should be deep and show a
minimum of seeds.

Preparation - remove any withered blossoms on end.

Score:  Quality - 25; Condition - 20; Uniformity - 20; Colour - 15; 
  Type - 10; Size - 10.
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Onions
Exhibit a plate of five bulbs.
All bulbs should be hard and mature.  No double-nosed or thick-necked
specimens are allowed.  Small varieties should be 8 cm (3") in diameter,
large 1 cm (4.5").

Preparation - Remove any roots.  Remove tops 1.3 cm (.5") from bulb.
Remove only jagged and dirty outer scales.

Score:  Quality - 30; Uniformity - 25; Condition - 20; Size - 15; Type - 10.

Zucchini
Exhibit a plate of two fruits.

Preparation - show in pairs with stem left intact.

Score:  Quality - 30; Uniformity - 20; Condition - 20; Colour - 15; Size - 15.

Tomato (red or green)
Exhibit a plate of five fruits.

Size varies with variety but usually should be approximately 8 cm (3") in
diameter.  The more globular forms are preferred.  They should be firm and
in cross-section flesh should be thick both in the outer wall and in the
sections.

Preparation - stem left intact

Score:  Quality - 30; Uniformity - 25; Condition - 20; Colour - 10; Size - 10; Type - 5.
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   Member Activity

   Gardener’s Puzzle

R P 0 T A T 0 S C

E C U T T E L Q A

B D C M B A N U R

M S A E P O E A R

U J H G I K F S O

C O R N K L I H T

U M O N B E A N S

C P R A D I S H S

Find:

pumpkins lettuce
potato onion
squash cucumber
beans corn
peas radish
carrots
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OPTIONAL GROUP ACTIVITY

VEGGIE PUZZLE

Can you find the vegetably words hidden in this puzzle?

vigorous X M P L E S E L B A T E G E V H 4

summer vacation P R R O S S S L A T L X z N R V A

4H vegetables E S R B P T U L P E I A L S T A O

vegetable marrow C G S B V A M O O S E Q T D F C B

vegetarian A R N T M R M S G Q P F G I O U D

vacuum packed S M F A T M E Q U F S U R I V U C

vamoose R S H P R S R M H S Q O P D I M D

vacant lot E U V H G O V I G O R O U S R P M

varied V Q I E S X A G W M W G X Q G A N

vascular E M O M G X C I T H S Q X P I C E

valley C V L Z O E A T C M W U H L N K P

valencia orange I U E O O G T G Q N S X S O I E Q

vice versa V X T T X O I A D T E Q F O A D Q

velvety E G S B G X O D B M W L X Q C O P

vine L E X O F U N M O L H O A O R N D

violets V Q N D W B N Z X D E O H V E X H

vein E A Y I U O W Z M B L M W U E T C

virginia creeper T C Z X V E G E T A R I A N P X T

virus Y I S M I A X M S S O N I R E F E

vital X N T Q T N R H Q A N E O W R E V

vanilla L O G H A S F I S Z V R F X X O H

vacillate P R N X M B D X E Q O M Q H W D W

vitamins Q E W M I P X D X D T T X P O C H

vase X V U L N E R A B L E X Y X M B X

vulnerable P Q A N S N Q L C G I X E W N H I

veronica X H P N E P O H Q O T H L O X A J

vetch T A L L I O X C C D M M L M B Y K

C E T A L L I C A V T R A X Y B L

C S P R T O L T N A C A V R S S X

Y R A L U C S A V A L M S L T U M
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Judging 
Competition

Name _____________________
Age _______________________
Class ______________________

First __________________
Second ________________
Third __________________
Fourth _________________

OPTIONAL GROUP ACTIVITY

    JUDGING

Judging ‘a class’, whether it be carrots, steers or apple pie, evaluate your knowledge
about that subject, your decision making ability and your common sense.

Learn “the standards”; that is, the description of the ‘perfect’ carrot, steer or apple pie. 
You will find the standard for each of your 4-H vegetables in your project book, pages
69 - 71.  Then compare each exhibit in the class with your image of “the standard”.  A
judging class likely will not have a perfect exhibit, but it will have exhibits that are closer
to the standard then others are.

The usual vegetable judging class is set up with an equal number of carrots displayed
on four different paper plates.  The plates will be numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4.  (Please note
that this class has only 3 carrots per entry, not 5 as you will be required to exhibit at the
Rural Youth Fair.)

You will be given a judging
card on which you will officially
record your results.
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As you are evaluating the class, note both good and poor features of each entry. 
Compare each exhibit with its scorecard described in Vegetable Judging Standards. 
What are the scorecard categories and value to consider for carrots?

Category % Value

________________________________________ ____________________

________________________________________ ____________________

________________________________________ ____________________

________________________________________ ____________________

________________________________________ ____________________

________________________________________ ____________________

Choose the exhibit that you think scores the highest and write its number opposite “first”
on your scorecard.  Sometimes it is then easiest to choose your “Fourth” placing. 
Complete your task by choosing the “Second” and “Third” placings and enter these on
your card.
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Giving Reasons

Once you have judged a class, you will have certain reasons for placing the entries the
way that you did.  Be proud of your own decisions; do not be embarrassed to pleasantly
defend your decisions!  Make some notes so you will be well prepared to formally “give
reasons” to the “official judge” for the class.

There is a standard format for giving reasons for a judging class.  Using the class of
vegetables you are judging at your meeting, complete the following reasons.

I place this class of ________________, ___, ___, ___, and ___.
I place # __ over # __ because ___________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

I place # __ over # __ because ___________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

I place # __ over # __ because ___________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

I place # __ at the bottom of the class because ______________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

These are my reasons for placing this class of ________________,
___, ___, ___, and ___.

Tips for Presenting Reasons

1. Be pleasant, stand straight and show interest in what you are doing;
2. Being familiar with the standard format makes it much easier to “fill in” the

reasons.
3. Usually there are two (or sometimes three) reasons for a particular placing. 

Don’t attempt to “make up” reasons that don’t really exist!
4. Words such as “nicer” and “better” are vague and unconvincing.  Use descriptive

words referring to the product such as “brighter colour”, “freer from blemishes”,
“more uniform in shape and size”.

5. Use the positive approach.  Tell why one entry is “better than” another rather
than describing the faults of one.

6. It is possible to give excellent reasons even if the placing of exhibits is incorrect.
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For Rural Youth Fair

___ Bring your 3 vegetables
___ Bring your completed project book
___ Bring your poster
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Each year, 4-H members are encouraged to provide a service to
their community.  This proves to be a challenging activity to       
4-H'ers and introduces members to the responsibilities of
citizenship.

4-H project members should join in the club plans for the
community project.  The ideas are endless.  Each person should
have some role to play in this project.  Tell about your
involvement with your club's Community Project.

Our "Community Project" was ____________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

I helped by ___________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

I felt it was beneficial because ___________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Other comments_______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

AGRICULTURE AWARENESS PROJECT
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Agriculture is one of the main industries in Prince Edward Island.  As a 4-H
member, you are encouraged to complete a project (or provide a service)
which would help Others to become more aware of the importance of
agriculture in our lives.  The Agriculture Awareness Project is similar to the
Community Project as each 4-H member should be an active participant in
the project.

In the space below, tell about your project(s) and your own involvement.

For our “Agriculture Awareness Project” we __________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

I learned_____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

I felt it was beneficial because ____________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Other comments ______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________


